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A course analysis has been carried out and published by the course convener.
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Perspectives in Computer Science, 7.5 ETCS cr. (DVAD07)
Course convener: Lothar Fritsch



Analysis based on course evaluation, including comments fields. If information has been collected in other ways, it



should also be analysed here. Any effect of joint courses should be commented on.

The students seem mostly satisfied with the course offering. I recognize both the comment about presentations, as well as
the comment on additional lectures about ethical thinking. 
This year, the course was run with a single teacher responsible for 11 student essays. The course is scheduled for a half-
term, which makes time a scarce issue. The rationale for a limited number of lectures was that I prioritized to offer three
personal mentoring sessions per student to ensure a well-developed essay over class sessions. 
Concerning the comment about the presentation moved forward on the time line: The presentation date was set
intentionally early. Since this course relies on the "flipped classroom" method where the reading materials and multimedial
content are provided for independent self-paced study via CANVAS, I needed to ensure that the students read the imput
materials early enough before they start crafting their essays. As a consequence, the early presentation deadline was a tool
to ensure that students have read enough of the input literature before they committ to a topic. I can currently not come up
with other methods that will cost less work time (you could imagine peer reviews, oppositons or writing of small abstract
essays, however these would require extended time budgets).

Suggestions for changes to the next course date.

The comment on the structure of the materials on CANVAS is valid. This is a first-time CANVAS course after KAU switched
over from ITSlearning. I will review other courses approaches to information presentation before the next course iteration. 

I plan to find better and more extensive materials on technology ethics that will provide better and deeper examples of the
argumentatie thinking that is to be applied on the course topics.

1. Number of first registrations for a course: First registration = the first time a student registers for a specific course.


